
Combining the Right Data Structure with Machine 
Learning to Develop Next Generation Adhesives



AI-Powered Platform that centralizes R&D data and 
helps reduces experiments and developmental time.

25+ customers across industries including foam, 
coatings, adhesives, rubbers, cosmetics, and 
engineered ceramics

Founded in 2016 with offices in San Francisco, New 
York, and Munich
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Unstructured, decentralized information is the biggest barrier
to efficient, innovative adhesives development.

Raw Materials

• Physical & 
Chemical 
Attributes

• Batch History
• Prices
• Regulatory & 

Compliance

Formulations

• Compositions
• Calculations
• Multi-part 

systems
• Order of 

Addition
• Premixes

Processing

• Mixing 
Conditions

• Oven 
Parameters

• Metadata

Results

• Analytical 
measurements

• Observations
• Images
• Curves
• Reports
• Field Testing

Drivers of Complexity



Data relevant to Adhesives development can be spread across a 
variety of databases and storage systems

Spreadsheets ELN/Lab Journals

Predictive toolsVisualizations / Analysis

LIMS

Other Internal Databases

Inventory

Statistical Tools



…and is usually in a combination of structured and unstructured 
formats

Unstructured Information Structured Information

Examples:
• Spreadsheets, Word Documents, PDFs, 

Lab Journals, Sharepoints

Benefits: 
• Free, unrestricted entry of information

Drawbacks:
• Limited scope and scalability for using 

information
• “Ctrl+F” keyword searching 

Examples:
• Databases, LIMS, Inventory Systems, 

Uncountable

Benefits: 
• Instant access to any specific information
• Information is shareable and scalable

Drawbacks:
• Requires more purposeful entry of 

information



Once R&D data is well-structured and connected, common 
analysis challenges include:

“Noisy” Outputs

Natural variability in certain 
measurements, like peel 

adhesion

Multi-Layered Data

Raw materials, premixes, order 
of operations/processes

Different Data Types

Continuous, categorical, and 
time-series data are all 

critical to capture and analyze

Data Sparsity

Many dimensions and still 
few data points compared to 

“big data” spaces
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Access Information Instantly
• Time to find data cut by up to 80-90%
• Avoid “re-inventing the wheel”

Collaborate in Remote Times
• With restrictions on lab capacities, team 

members need better communication

Track Resources Effectively
• Maintain oversight of where time and 

experiments are being spent

Better data organization can drive immediate benefits for an 
Adhesive R&D Organization 

*Customer Surveys
**McKinsey 2012 & IDC 2019 Reports

Scientists spend 20-30% of their 
time managing, searching, cleaning, 
and analyzing data*

Of time with data, only 20% of that 
time is spent analyzing and learning 
from data**



ML Models designed for small 
data (10-10,000 records) & 

real-world noise

Optimize within a defined 
experiment space

Explore new experiment 
spaces efficiently by varying 

multiple inputs at once

Learn as much as possible 
from each experiment & learn 
from past data where relevant

Teach Chemists to use 
Machine Learning as a 

valuable development tool

Provide a platform for R&D 
teams to analyze results, share 
learnings & interact easily with 

ML models 

The Uncountable Machine Learning approach for Adhesive 
development is pragmatic and holistic



Collaborating with the right ML models allows for deeper 
learning and faster optimization compared to traditional methods

Traditional DOE Softwares

Modeling:
• High-dimensional modelling via Gaussian Processes, 

allowing a more nuanced and realistic understanding of 
complex experiment spaces

• Conventional approaches also available

DOE Methodology:
• Bayesian optimization offers a higher probability to 

predict the optimal formulation early on
• After receiving the latest results, new design of 

experiments is further optimized based on the previous 
performance and easy access to relevant data

Data Management:
• Individual projects share a common data structure, 

linking all inputs and outputs in a company-wide system 
including complex characterizations of materials and 
test conditions

Modeling:
Relying on conventional approaches such as:

• Broad spectrum of regression models
• Random Forest
• Limited usage of ML methods for variation

DOE Methodology: 
• Based on conventional methods or manual adaptation:

• Factorial designs and Taguchi
• Model based approaches with trade-off analysis

• Analysis of the results is either ignored for future 
reference  or time-intensive with individual research

Data Management:
• Project-individual data structure, no connection 

between intra-company DOE/optimization modelling



• Gaussian Process models are best-in-class 
models for Adhesive development 
(exploration and exploitation) due to ability 
to handle: 
- High-dimensional formulation spaces
- Noisy outputs
- Non-linear, complex relationships
- “Small data” 
- Extrapolation outside of the range of the 

available data

• Bayesian Optimization helps to balance the 
need to explore new spaces while exploiting 
known relationships to optimize 
performance

Why Gaussian Processes? The ideal models for Adhesive R&D 
are not necessarily models with the best “fit”

^ An example of an output [Peel Adhesion] from an Uncountable-trained model with 43% 
explained error based on the experimental training data provided.
Uncountable would consider this significant ‘signal’ to use for future optimization in this 
experiment space.



An Uncountable Example: Distribution of new formulation 
suggestions on Uncountable surface plots

Raw material A (%) Raw material A (%)
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Peel Adhesion Result (Predicted or Actual) Model Certainty

Training Set Formulations Uncountable Design Formulations



Ingredient 
replacement

Decrease 
development 

costs

Optimize 
performance

The Uncountable approach also allows R&D teams to better 
balance competing corporate strategies in Product Development

Ingredient replacement:
• As the regulatory landscape shifts and new ingredients are 

prioritized, reformulating product lines can be achieved much 
faster with Machine Learning

Optimize performance: 
• Learn from past experimental data to quickly achieve 

performance targets within a new ingredient space

Decrease development costs:
• Minimize in-lab testing in well-known experiment spaces
• Learn quickly about complex effects of new ingredients or 

blends
• Possibility to optimize formulations for total raw material cost

With the Uncountable approach, Chemists collaborate with Machine Learning to balance key priorities 
in a development project, working efficiently toward the optimum balance. All criteria can be 

considered from the beginning of the project, decreasing total experimentation.



Capture Expertise  
• Maintain experienced scientist’s 

knowledge and bring up new scientists 
quickly

Drive Innovation
• Scientists spend time thinking critical 

about chemistry, saving hours per week in 
accessing and managing data

Deliver Products to Market Faster
• Development experiments and resources 

reduced by 25+%

Long-Term Impact on a R&D Organization



Thank you

Kalli Angel
kalli@uncountable.com

www.uncountable.com

mailto:will@uncountable.com
http://www.uncountable.com/


FAQs



The Process

Clean Historical 
Data

Outlier 
Detection & 

Initial Analysis

Define New 
Project 

Constraints & 
Goals

Generate 
Efficient 

Formulation 
Suggestions

Test in Lab

Initial Group Onboarding Project Workflow

Typically in 1-2 months, a new group’s data can 
be cleaned, uploaded, and initial analysis 
completed. The platform can also be easily 
customized to handle specific data structures or 
team workflows.

From this point, the group can manage all 
Projects within the Uncountable platform and 
take advantage of general predictive models.

Once the experiment space is defined and performance goals are programmed 
for any new project, the Uncountable ML engine generates formulation 
suggestions in <60 seconds that will efficiently balance exploration and 
exploitation of the space, including predicted values for key measurements.

After reviewing the initial suggestions, the Experiment Design can be easily 
amended and the models retrained before sending the most useful 
formulations to the lab for testing.



“Uncountable gives us a one-
stop solution for all of the 
data our chemists need, from 
raw materials to recipes, 
properties, and production 
information.”
- Jean-Marc Veillé, Senior 
Global Materials Director

“With the Uncountable 
platform, analysis and 
reporting that used to take 
hours or days now takes 
minutes.”

-Mike Recchio, 
President and CEO

“I think of what we do as a 
team as solving a Rubik’s Cube, 
and I view the capability of 
Uncountable’s software as a 
way to speed-up the solving of 
this puzzle.”
- Jason Rolland, SVP Materials

Drive Innovation Accelerate DevelopmentIncrease Efficiency

Impact on materials and chemicals companies



FAQ: Implementation Recommendations

Garbage In = Garbage OutFind Quick Wins Prioritize future data over 
past data



There are models that exist (such as polynomial regressions or other ensembles of many mathematical 
functions) that can be "trained" to obtain the minimum RMSE, but these are not helpful in a Materials Science 
application because:
• it assumes there is no noise and all variance can be explained by the structured inputs, which is unrealistic
• it does not define a trend that can be exploited in the future
• it does not provide any information on how reliable the information is for a given area (i.e. certainty)

Uncountable uses an algorithm built on Gaussian Processes because:
• it fits a curve to the data and provides a function of certainty that is also informed by the data
• it takes into consideration the distance in between the available data points as well as the noise and 

translates that into certainty (where we have denser data, we tend to have high certainty)
• it is an algorithm suitable for “small data” given that it imposes very few assumptions and allows the 

possibility to incorporate previous knowledge or beliefs
• it is capable of extrapolating outside of the range of the available data, which allows you to be smarter 

about which experiments to run in unexplored spaces

FAQ: Why Gaussian Processes



FAQ: How much data is enough data?

The short answer…it depends on
- Data quality + natural variability
- Size of ”formulation space”
- Current level of performance

But the goal should be to make improvements, not jump to the end of the line

"We don't have better algorithms than anyone else, we just have more data." 
Peter Norvig , Director of Research at Google 



Pre-contract work Key milestones

Beta version of platform
available for feedback

Platform ready 
for full use

Contract 
start date

Data & 
Software

Users

Week 1-2 Week 3-4 Week 5-6 Week 7-8

Platform Configuration & Feedback Loops
Start, Learn, Iterate

Super User Training

User Set Up

Core User Training

Data Collection & Cleaning

Platform Improvements

Example
FAQ: What does a typical rollout look like?


